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1.0 OVERVIEW
The Town of Sidney’s Active Transportation Plan (ATP) will provide direction on
how to achieve improved active transportation conditions in Sidney that align
with the policy goals, objectives and targets important to our community. The
Plan will identify priority network improvements to support cyclists,
pedestrians, and people with disabilities to improve road safety, remove and
prevent barriers and create connectivity across our community.
The ATP will be the Town’s first comprehensive active transportation plan,
building on recent direction established in the 2022 Official Community Plan
and Climate Action Plan.
This Working Paper summarizes key findings related to the Town’s community
profile and travel behaviours, a comprehensive policy review and initial
research on emerging transportation trends and technologies. The
information collected to develop this paper will inform the consultation and
engagement materials for the next project phase and will ultimately shape the
final Active Transportation Plan.
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Key Questions…
What is active transportation?
Active transportation includes any form of human-powered transportation.
Walking, which includes travelling with the support of a mobility device, and
cycling are the most popular and well-known forms of active transportation,
however the definition extends much more broadly to include skateboarding
and in-line skating, as examples.
What is the Active Transportation Plan?
The Active Transportation Plan will describe the community’s vision and
priorities for active transportation in Sidney. This will include identifying the
envisioned long-term active transportation network, the type and design of
active transportation facilities, and priorities for implementation and
investment.
How will the Active Transportation Plan be used?
The Active Transportation Plan will inform priorities and guide investment in
active transportation throughout Sidney. It will inform capital planning and
public investment in infrastructure, as well as guide land development
toward providing desired active transportation facilities. It will assist in
collaboration with adjacent jurisdictions and transportation service providers,
as well as communicate the Town’s priorities for active transportation
infrastructure to Provincial and Federal funding agencies to help strengthen
future partnerships and support grant applications.
Who is the Active Transportation Plan for?
The Active Transportation Plan is for everyone living, working, and recreating
in Sidney. Developed with input from community members and stakeholders
– all of whom may reference the plan for their own purposes – the Active
Transportation Plan will guide Town staff and elected officials in their
decision making. The Active Transportation Plan will ensure priorities are well
understood and that future transportation networks are mapped and
provide a shared roadmap moving forward.
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Why Active Transportation?
Quality of Life. Active transportation strengthens opportunities
to access our waterfront, parks and trails, downtown core and
neighbouring communities, including creating opportunities for
community interaction and fostering social connectedness and
sense of place.
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions. Active transportation
supports the Town’s goals to reduce GHG emissions relating to
on-road transportation by replacing vehicle trips with walking
and cycling trips, and eliminating GHG emissions and air
pollution associated with vehicle travel.
Health + Well-Being. Travelling by active modes contributes to
increased personal activity, directly impacting our health and
reducing risks associated with a lack of physical activity.
Research has also shown active transportation contributes to
reduced stress levels and improved overall well-being.
Community Access. Active transportation is a cost-effective
transportation option, accessed by a broad spectrum of the
community. Investments in active transportation infrastructure
helps ensure that Sidney is connected by safe and accessible
facilities that help support a more equitable community.
Local Economy. More people walking and cycling supports our
local economy through an increase in foot traffic to local
businesses, providing new opportunities for recreation and
tourism, and reducing household costs by offering more costeffective travel options for Sidney residents.
Safety + Comfort. Investments in pedestrian and cycling
infrastructure help people of all ages and abilities feel safe and
comfortable engaging in active transportation without fear of
collision or conflict with vehicles.
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2.0 OUR COMMUNITY
2.1 Indigenous Peoples
The Town of Sidney is located within the traditional territory of the W̱SÁNEĆ peoples,
represented today by W̱JOȽEȽP (Tsartlip), SȾÁUTW̱(Tsawout), and W̱SIḴEM (Tseycum),
BOḰEĆEN (Pauquachin), and MÁLEXEȽ (Malahat) First Nations. The W̱SÁNEĆ People have
been here since time immemorial and this is their home. We acknowledge the W̱SÁNEĆ
territory where we gather today.

2.2 Jurisdiction + Neighbouring Communities
Town of Sidney
The Town is responsible for planning, design and maintenance of infrastructure in road
rights-of-way within the municipality (with exceptions, see below), including sidewalks and
cycling facilities. The Town is also responsible for trails (excluding the Lochside Regional Trail),
as well as trails and walkways on municipal properties.
District of North Saanich
The bulk of Sidney’s boundary is shared with the District of North Saanich. While each has
jurisdiction of infrastructure within their borders, join planning and coordination
contributions to a connected active transportation network across borders.
Capital Regional District (CRD)
Planning, maintenance and operations of regional parks and trails is undertaken by the
Capital Regional District (CRD), including the Lochside Regional Trail. The CRD also
undertakes regional planning and policy initiatives that relate to active transportation.
BC Transit
Transit service is provided through the Victoria Regional Transit System and governed by the
Victoria Regional Transit Commission. Decisions on transit routes, service levels, fares and
local taxation are made by the Transit Commission. BC Transit engages Sidney and other
local government partners and community members in service planning and long-range
planning initiatives.
Ministry of Transportation & Infrastructure (MOTI)
The Ministry of Transportation + Infrastructure (MOTI) has jurisdiction over the Patricia Bay
Highway (Highway 17) through Sidney. This includes all planning, design, operations, and
maintenance activities within the highway right-of-way. Further, MOTI has influence over
development approvals in close proximity to the highway.
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2.3 Community Context and Demographics
Land Area
The Town encompasses an area of 5.10 square kilometres. Sidney is the smallest municipality
by area in the Capital Regional District, this results in transportation trip distances that are
suitable and comfortable for trips by transit or active modes for many residents. Sidney's
relatively flat topography is also well suited to encouraging a high number of trips by active
transportation.
Population & Demographics
As of 2021, the Town of Sidney has a population of 12,300. Based on population, the
community is considered relatively small, similar to communities such as Nelson and Sooke.
However. Sidney also acts as the commercial and cultural hub for the northern Saanich
Peninsula, so many residents of both Central Saanich and North Saanich visit Sidney
frequently for shopping, dining, and other activities. According to population forecasts
prepared by the Capital Regional District, Sidney is projected to continue growing to
approximately 14,045 people in 2038. This population growth and diversity allows
opportunity to shape transportation to meet the specific needs of both existing and future
populations.
Sidney has an aging population. With a median age of 59.8, Sidney’s population is older than
the median age in North Saanich (56.2) and the CRD (45.5) and is significantly higher than the
Provincial average (42).Of the current population in Sidney, approximately 40% of residents
are 65 years of age and over, compared to 20 percent in the CRD. Transportation
infrastructure should reflect this and ensure facilities are well maintained and prioritize
accessibility improvements.
From 2006 to 2016 the number of one- and two-person households increased slightly (from
77 percent in 2006 to 80 percent in 2016), while the number of three-or-more- person
households decreased slightly (from 22 percent in 2006 to 20 percent in 2016). Only around
20% of households in the community are families with children. These statistics indicate that
Sidney is highly attractive for older households of retirement age. However, they may also
indicate that housing for younger individuals and families may not be available or affordable.
Equity
With 20% of Canadians (25-64 years) reporting having a disability, compared with 38% of
Canadian seniors aged 65 and older, it is clear that older populations will have higher rates
of disability. While the overall level of disability increases with age, specific types of disability
also become more common. With approximately 40% of Sidney residents over the age of 65,
accessibility and universal design is prevalent in the community.
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The median household income in Sidney has grown by 12 percent from 2006 to 2016 to
$64,151 and is slightly lower than the CRD. Sidney faces similar housing affordability
challenges as the rest of the region.
In 2016, 6% of residents living in Sidney identified as a visible minority.

2.4 Land Use + Destinations
The Town of Sidney supports a variety of land uses, including residential, commercial, parks
and marine areas. Given the Town’s compact, mixed-use nature, Sidney can support a mix of
transportation options and shorter distance trips to reach key community destinations.
Sidney plays an important role on the Saanich Peninsula as an urban centre in an area with
several key destinations which draw people from North Saanich and Central Saanich.
Existing land use is shown in Map 1.
West of the highway is the West Sidney Industrial Park and Galaran Residential
neighbourhood where there is a concentration of industrial and institutional land uses
surrounding the primarily single-family dwelling Galaran neighbourhood. The industrial area
supports employment and economic development for the Town and region.
The Town’s neighbourhood residential uses are spread throughout the community, with
intensive neighbourhood residential adjacent to the Patricia Bay Highway. The Town of
Sidney has seen significant growth in its multi-family development in and around its
downtown core, including the development of purpose-built and affordable rental units. As a
diversity of housing supply is provided in the downtown core and neighbourhoods of Sidney,
the demographic and household makeup could adjust for the Town and Saanich Peninsula
in the future.
Many of the Town’s key destinations are within or near its downtown core, including its arts
and culture centres, commercial shops and services including grocery stores, medical offices
and banks. The CRD Origin Destination Report (2017) indicated that trips made within the
Town were to access work, shopping, personal business and recreational trips, with 34% of
trips taken within the Town completed by walking.
A key amenity of the Town is its proximity to the ocean. The Town of Sidney supports water
access through an international ferry terminal and marinas. Further, the Town has 17 public
beach accesses, some of which are accessed via a waterfront pathway along the exterior of
the Town.
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Schools
Sidney Elementary School is the only school within the Town’s boundaries. It is located on
Henry Avenue and is approximately two blocks from the downtown core and Beacon
Avenue.
An Active School Travel Plan was developed for Sidney Elementary School in 2018 in
coordination with the CRD (more on the travel plan in Section 3.3).
Youth in Sidney are required to travel to other jurisdictions to access Parkland Secondary
School and North Saanich Middle School. Creating safe connections in coordination with the
District of North Saanich will be an important consideration in the ATP development.
Public Transit
Public transit supports active transportation by creating opportunity for multi-modal trip
making and extending trip lengths. Transit in Sidney includes 6 routes providing service to
approximately 55 bus stops. Transit service connects Sidney to key destinations in the region
including Swartz Bay Ferry Terminal, Victoria International Airport and downtown Victoria.
Locally, transit service connects north and south Sidney with the core of the Town. Due to
Sidney's compact geography, most residential areas have relatively close access to a bus
stop.
Public transit service will continue to improve and strengthen connections to the rest of the
Capital Region through the planned expansion of RapidBus service. This includes
forthcoming service and infrastructure improvements to provide frequent, fast and reliable
service along the Patricia Bay Highway.
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Parks and Recreation
Parks
There are 28 public parks in Sidney ranging from open green space and playgrounds to
forested areas and trails. The recently adopted Parks Master Plan provides direction and
guidance for the maintenance of its parks and investment in parks for the future.
Waterfront
The Town of Sidney has 17 public beach accesses along its waterfront, along with a 2.5km
Waterfront Walkway, offering views of the San Juan Islands and Mount Baker. The
waterfront is a defining feature for the community and a draw for locals and visitors for
public use and recreational enjoyment, including use of boat and kayak launches.
Greenglade Community Centre
The Greenglade Community Centre, located on the south side of Sidney, offers a wide
variety of recreational opportunities and facilities. The facility is operated by the CRD and
serves residents on the Saanich Peninsula.
Arts and Culture Centres
The Town of Sidney also is also home to an abundance arts and cultural attractions such as
the Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea, the Sidney Museum and Archives and the Mary Winspear
Centre.
Civic and Institutional Uses
Airport
The Victoria International Airport (YYJ) borders the Town of Sidney, providing close access
for residents, visitors and employees of the airport. YYJ lands also include commercial and
industrial uses that are both aviation and non-aviation related, and a significant source of
employment on the Saanich Peninsula.
Anacortes Ferry
Washington State Ferries operates international ferry service from Sidney to the San Juan
Islands, Anacortes and Washington. The terminal is located just south of downtown Sidney,
which can create traffic and road safety complications.
Port Sidney Marina
The Port Sidney Marina is located in the downtown core of Sidney. The marina is a gateway
for visitors to access the Gulf Islands, playing a big role in welcoming visitors to Sidney.
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MAP 1. LAND USE + DESTINATIONS
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3.0 PLANNING + REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The Town of Sidney has numerous established policies, plans, municipal bylaws, and
transportation studies that help guide active transportation in the community. These
documents help direct active transportation in Sidney at varying scales from communitywide initiatives to specific corridors and intersections, as well as help to contextualize Sidney’s
land use, environmental, and economic development goals, and integrate mobility into the
broader community vision and goals.
Combined with planning initiatives completed by other local governments and
transportation service providers, this section describes the current planning and regulatory
framework guiding the development of the Active Transportation Plan.

3.1 Town Plans + Studies
Official Community Plan, 2022
The Town of Sidney has recently updated its
Official Community Plan (OCP) from the
previous 2007 version. Sidney 2040, the Official
Community Plan (OCP) is a guide to how land
use and development will be managed and
how the Town will grow over the next two
decades.
Transportation-related direction in the Official
Community Plan is discussed comprehensively,
setting policy direction for transportation
demand management, multi-modal travel,
regional connections, sidewalks and pedestrian
facilities, bicycle parking and accommodating
people with disabilities. Many of these key
directions from the OCP will help guide the
development of the ATP.
Some of the most relevant and impactful
policies from the OCP relating to active
transportation are summarized on the
following page. A comprehensive account of all
transportation policies is contained in
Appendix A.
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Key active transportation policies from the Official Community Plan:
16.3.1

Ensure all transportation infrastructure is designed to accommodate users of all ages
and abilities.

16.3.3

Design and implement active transportation infrastructure that better integrates with
public transit, including the provision of short- and long-term bicycle parking at key
transit stops.

16.3.6 Prioritize accessible, sustainable, and active modes of transportation (e.g., walking,
rolling, cycling, and transit) in decision-making, when designing streets and funding
new transportation infrastructure.
16.3.7 Identify strategic investments in walking and cycling infrastructure and allocate
investment to prioritize completion of those projects.
16.3.16 Support car and bike sharing programs and services by working in partnership with
other jurisdictions, public organizations, businesses, and community partners to
sustain such services.
16.4.1

Link and align active transportation and transit routes (transit stops, bike lanes, walking
paths and sidewalks) with places where people shop or visit on a daily or regular basis
(e.g., downtown, employment centres, residential areas, schools, neighbourhood
commercial, parks, recreational facilities and other amenities and services).

16.4.3 Work with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to improve multi-modal
access to, from and across Highway 17 at Beacon Avenue, including the development of
conceptual plans and detailed social, environmental, and technical impact assessments.
16.4.6 Address location of traffic safety or speeding concern, particularly where they impact
Sidney residents’ willingness to walk or bicycle.
16.4.7 Develop and implement new traffic calming policies and measures in locations that will
encourage active transportation and reduce existing impacts of vehicle traffic.
16.4.9 Design the pedestrian network to ensure it is continuous, accessible, safe, comfortable,
and enjoyable for all ages and abilities starting with identifying and addressing gaps in:
•

Existing pedestrian facilities including sidewalks; and

•

Crossings and/or transition between pedestrian facilities including crosswalks and
curb ramps.

16.4.11 Design and implement a continuous, safe, and convenient cycling network throughout
Sidney that appeals to a range of people cycling of all ages and abilities and is consistent
with the standards in the BC Active Transportation Design Guide.
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Climate Action Plan, 2022
The Town of Sidney is in the process of updating its Climate Action Plan (CAP) from the
previous 2010 version. Many of the Town’s existing plans, bylaws, policies, and strategies
guiding development within Sidney already include language that supports climate action.
The Climate Action Plan update is informed by and seeks to build on existing supportive
policy.
According to the Community GHG Emissions Inventory from 2020, 39% of GHG emissions
were related to on-road transportation, and another 5% of GHG emissions were due to offroad transportation. Focus Area 5 is related to Transportation and Mobility which focuses on
tools and strategies to enable and promote community members and visitors to make low
carbon choices when moving within and visiting the Town. Most of the actions in the
Transportation & Mobility focus area are related to policy and regulations to make sure that
the Town’s bylaws and plans support the creation of new low emission transportation
infrastructure, such as reviewing the Off-street Parking and Loading Bylaw and the Streets &
Traffic Bylaw. This focus area also proposes investigating bike parking opportunities and
installing it in key locations.
Parks Master Plan, 2018
The goal of the Town of Sidney’s Parks Master Plan is to identify strategies to increase
accessibility for all abilities and enhance the mobility of all users between and within parks.
There are a number of trails and access paths through the Town that serve a range of
functions from park access to waterfront access and active transportation connections.
The Parks Master Plan is relevant to the development of the Active Transportation Plan as
they can work together to strengthen connections through additional on-road greenways,
off-road trails, pedestrian overpasses and pedestrian boulevards to enhance mobility
between and within neighbourhoods and more broadly to North Saanich. Further, the Plan
identifies the need through the ATP to improve waterfront access for cyclists while
mitigating conflicts with pedestrians. The Parks Master Plan also heavily discusses the need
for a comprehensive wayfinding and signage strategy throughout the Town, with an
emphasis on parks, trails and pedestrian connectivity.
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Downtown Streetscape & Urban Design Standards, 2018
The Town of Sidney’s Downtown Streetscape and Urban Design Standards are intended to
guide the design of redevelopment of private properties, public lands and rights-of-way, and
urban infrastructure in downtown Sidney. The document defines downtowns success as its
frequent, regular use, by many people. This means that in order to be a safe and vibrant
place, downtown Sidney must be accessible from neighbourhoods and easily reached on
foot, by bicycle and by motor-vehicle.
Relevant to the ATP, the Downtown Streetscape and Urban Design Standards has developed
several performance standards that accommodate pedestrians and cyclists travelling in the
downtown.
To ensure accessible design, tactile warning surfaces are recommended to be used at all
street corners, midblock crossings, and sidewalk driveway crossings, to alert pedestrians of
the potential danger of entering a vehicle through zone. In addition, pedestrian clear zone
standards have been defined to ensure a minimum clear width of 2.0m on Beacon Avenue
(2.5m+ desired), and 1.25m on all other streets (2.0m desired).
The document also recommends the bicycle network for downtown Sidney, including facility
types. The plan suggests a downtown bicycle network that provides access to and through
downtown Sidney. A north-south cycling route is proposed via the Lochside Regional Trail
and separated bike lanes along Fifth Street. East-West cycling will be via Beacon Avenue,
which, through additional traffic calming and speed reduction measures, will be realized as a
shared street, safe for vehicles and cyclists.
Cycling facilities would be designed for
comfortable and safe cyclist
accommodation, and within a balanced,
multimodal street cross-section
Bicycle parking standards are suggested to
provided through a minimum of 3 lockup
racks (up to 6 bikes) in the amenity zone, in
proximity to each street corner throughout
the downtown. Additional mid-block lockup
locations are encouraged where adequate
space in the amenity zone exists, particularly
in locations with observed high demand for
cycling lockup. On narrow rights-of-way
without requisite widths for multiple lockup
stations, bike parking will be integrated into
lamp posts or use stand alone racks placed
1.0m to 1.5m from the curb.
Bicycle parking rack minimum spacing
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Downtown Waterfront Vision, 2018
The Downtown Waterfront Vision sets a long-term concept for the Town of Sidney’s
cherished waterfront. The study area is predominantly a pedestrian area but are conflicted by
an auto-oriented design. The vision for the waterfront establishing design elements that
realign the breakwater to feature a walking path and to improve lighting, benches and
gathering spaces. The vision also establishing an optional design feature that would convert
the end of Beacon Avenue into a pedestrian-priority “shared space” to reduce parking and
vehicle access.
West Side Local Area Plan, 2017
The West Side Local Area plan was developed to set
direction for the future transportation infrastructure
and land use in the west side neighbourhood. The West
Side area is a hub for industry, that has set a vision
through the plan to become an innovation district with
a thriving industrial and high-tech economy
complimented by a mixed-use village that provides
attainable housing. The plan aspires to create a network
of shared streets, greenways and parks to create a
series of welcoming pedestrian places. The West Side
Local Area Plan has given thoughtful consideration to
transportation, providing detailed cross-sections for
most of the streets in the area. Several cross-sections
include consideration for active transportation by
incorporating multi-use pathways with vegetated
buffers. One of the highest priorities for improvement
identified in the WSLAP is to redevelop Galaran Road
with a sidewalk, landscaped buffer, and on-street
parking on the east side, consistent with the future
vision of the existing residential area. Further, a
pedestrian and cycling network for the village
greenways have been mapped out to identify the multimodal paths that connect green spaces, shared streets
and adjacent private development (as seen in the
image to the right)
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Beacon West Traffic Study, 2021
The Beacon West Catchment Area Traffic Impact Study builds on the transportation vision
outlined in the West Side Local Area Plan to determine the required improvements to
accommodate trucks (and house movers), passenger vehicles, bicycles, pedestrians, and
transit to accommodate all parties. The study recognizes the existing active transportation
network is limited with sidewalk gaps and poor connections, lack of bike facilities and streets
with undefined edges. The study area benefits from two multi-use pathways (The Flight Path
Trail and the Highway Path) that provide connectivity to various nodes including West
Saanich Road, Beacon Avenue, and the pedestrian overpass that connects McDonald Park
Road with Ardwell Avenue.
The study identifies the barriers to the existing cycling network include a poor east-west
connectivity to the multi-use pathways, lack of safe bike facilities on McDonald Park Road
(where truck volumes are the highest) and limited opportunities to safely cross Highway 17 to
access downtown Sidney and the Lochside Regional Trail.
Downtown Traffic Movement Evaluation Study, 2013
The Town identified the potential to improve downtown transportation for all users of the
space, and thus has undertaken this review of traffic movements to identify potential
improvement strategies. The intention of the Downtown Traffic Movement Evaluation study
is to review intersection operations and safety considerations within the study area.
Evaluation criteria applied operations, network connectivity, vehicle safety, pedestrian
experience, cyclist safety, parking, aesthetics and economic development.
Intersections were ranked in order of priority, with Beacon Avenue at Seventh Street
identified as the worst intersection for collisions in the study area. The reasons for these
collisions were concluded to be higher traffic volumes, as well as inattentive driving
exacerbated by the shift from a highway to a more urban environment. Recommendations
from the report included placing sharrows on Beacon Avenue and Fifth Street in order to
identify the rights of cyclists to share the road, and the study proposes that motorized
scooters be considered as pedestrians to allow them to travel on sidewalks at limited speeds.
Downtown Local Area Plan, 2008
The Downtown/Downtown Waterfront Local Area Plan (LAP) set the stage for how the Town
thinks about pedestrianizing downtown streets. The plan contains specific goals and
guidelines for how the neighbourhood will develop, with a strong focus on a high level of
design for buildings and public space and the enhancement of connections for pedestrians,
cyclists and vehicles.
A central element of the LAP is the development of a series of pedestrian priority streets.
These are streets where the needs and comfort of the pedestrian and cyclist are given
priority over the needs of vehicles and emphasis is placed on ‘sense of place’ and social
interaction. It is important to note that vehicles are not entirely excluded; rather, they take a
secondary role with pedestrian movement and safety being assigned top priority.
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3.2 Town Bylaws + Regulations
Off-Street Parking and Loading Bylaw No. 2140
The Off-Street Parking and Loading Bylaw provides regulation for private landowners in
providing short and long-term bicycle parking. The bylaw includes specific regulation on the
quantity, location and design of bicycle parking.
Class 1 parking refers to an enclosed building or area within a building to provide secure and
weather-proofed bicycle parking. Supply rates for Class 1 bicycle parking in new
developments is required as identified in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1. CLASS 1 BICYCLE PARKING SUPPLY RATE REQUIREMENTS

Class 2 parking refers to short-term bicycle parking such as a bike rack. The Bylaw identifies
the requirement to ensure bicycle racks allow for a high degree of visual surveillance and
sheltered from rain and weather conditions. Supply rates for short-term bicycle parking
requires a minimum of 6 racks per building, regardless of land use.
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Streets & Traffic Bylaw No. 1966
The Street and Traffic Bylaw regulates vehicles and transportation facilities in the
community. The Bylaw identifies how users of various modes should act in the Town,
requirements for vehicles, infrastructure, parking and speed limits, and the resulting
penalties for any breach of the regulations. The ATP will consider updates to the Bylaw to
ensure alignment with the Bylaw, which could lead to changes in identified speed limits,
landscaping specifications, and parking permitting structures.
Subdivision Bylaw No. 1390
The Subdivision Bylaw sets direction to ensure that every owner of land proposed for a
subdivision provides and expenses infrastructure including roadways, sidewalks, boulevard
crossings, transit bays and street lighting consistent with the design standards set by the
Town.
Development Cost Charge Bylaw No. 1440
The Development Cost Charge (DCC) Bylaw outlines municipal charges by development type
(residential, institutional, commercial). The bylaw does not identify specific transportation
projects to be completed through a DCC program, although active transportation
investments identified through the ATP may be included as part of a future DCC update.
Horse Drawn Sightseeing Vehicle Regulations Bylaw No. 1116
The Town of Sidney regulates the use of horse-drawn sightseeing vehicles through a
dedicated bylaw. A designated route is outlined in the bylaw to ensure the operation of these
businesses will not create difficult problems in the Town in respect of traffic congestion on
the streets and sidewalks.
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3.3 Regional Plans + Studies
School Travel Plan, Sidney Elementary School, 2018
School travel challenges are the barriers to active travel faced by families and students at
Sidney Elementary. Recommendations and actions that emerged from the School Travel
Planning process including improving walking and cycling routes to school, improve traffic
safety in the school zone, promote alternative student drop-off locations and encourage
uptake of active travel to and from school. There are a number of engineering solutions that
the Town of Sidney has completed to improve routes around the school, including
emergency parking space on Henry Ave and re-painted crosswalks from Amelia Avenue to
Mills Road.
A survey conducted before and after the School Travel Planning process indicated the
number of families cycling increased from 10% to 14% and school bus ridership increased
from 4% to 33%.
Regional Trails Management Plan, 2016
The Regional Trails Management Plans provides strategic direction for regional trails,
including a vision for the regional trail system, management principles, overarching policies
and key strategic actions. The plan identifies working with municipalities to improve trail
crossings (addressing sightlines, adequately lighting and marking crossings, improve
crossings where needed) and improving on-street portions of trails, trail accesses and high
conflict areas. In the Town of Sidney, the Regional Trails Management Plan looks to explore
potential links for consideration between the Lochside Trail, the Flight Path Trail and the
Sidney-Anacortes ferry terminal.
Regional Transportation Plan, 2014
The CRD Regional Transportation Plan considers downtown Sidney as a Complete Hub. A
Complete Hub is an area with high levels of multi-modal transportation activity. They are
locations of major trip origins or destinations both in the peak and off-peak periods, are
served by multiple or frequent transit routes, and include convenient access to bikeways,
arterials and major collector roads. These hubs have an attractive urban design that
encourages high pedestrian volumes.
Long-term transportation planning efforts and investments are suggested to help reduce
GHG emissions and adapt to a changing climate – both requirements are fundamental
principles to all of the themes elaborated in this RTP. While the CRD currently has
comparatively high active transportation mode shares of journey-to-work trips, there
remains significant potential to shift behaviour away from auto trips to more walking and
cycling, particularly for short-distance trips
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Pedestrian + Cycling Master Plan, 2011
The CRD Regional Pedestrian and Cycling Master Plan (PCMP) describes a strategic
approach for achieving a significant shift in transportation throughout the region. The PCMP
includes a primary inter-community bicycle network, including recommended facility
separation. In Sidney, this includes Lochside Trail and several additional bike lane/shoulder
bikeway (including Resthaven Dr, Fifth St, Lochside Dr, McDonald Park Rd, Ardwell Ave,
Beacon Ave, Ocean Ave W). Refer to Figure 2.
The PCMP set mode share targets of 25% for both cycling and walking in high density urban
areas of the region by 2038. If pedestrian facilities were upgraded in priority locations and
cycling facilities were built with the average person in mind, the CRD could achieve a 15%
pedestrian mode share and a 25% cycling mode share in densely populated areas, with a 15%
cycling share region wide.
FIGURE 2. PEDESTRIAN CYCLING MASTER PLAN,
RECOMMENDED FACILITY SEPARATION ON BIKEWAY CORRIDORS
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3.4 Provincial Plans + Studies
South Island Transportation Strategy, 2021
The South Island Transportation Strategy is an integrated transportation plan that explores
land use, affordable housing, sustainability and connectivity as a key to making lasting
change in the South Island. Through this strategy, the Ministry has identified a number of
strategies that supports Vision Zero and a shift to sustainable transportation modes such as
walking, cycling and transit through prioritizing gaps in the networks, focusing on
intersection improvements to protect vulnerable road users and implementing policies to
support new forms of mobility for sustainable choices. The Strategy identifies a key
opportunity for improvement is to strengthen connections between travel modes to support
the goals for integrated transportation development by working with municipal partners to
create thoughtful development where transportation investment can support growth in the
region.
CleanBC, 2018
The Province’s CleanBC initiative lays out a framework for climate action including green
buildings, cleaner industry and waste, green jobs, and sustainable transportation, targeting
greenhouse gas emission reductions from 2007 levels of 40% by 2030, 60% by 2040, and 80%
by 2050. An outcome of CleanBC is the Zero-Emission Vehicles Act (ZEVA), which requires
that all new light-duty cars and trucks sold in the province will be zero-emission vehicles by
2040, using a phased-in approach (10% by 2025, 30% by 2030, and 100% by 2040).
Move, Commute, Connect - B.C.’S Active Transportation Strategy, 2019
B.C.’s Active Transportation Strategy lays out the Province’s intent to promote and invest in
active transportation. The strategy contains several short-, medium-, and long-term
initiatives that aim to double the percentage of trips taken with active transportation by
2030. Initiatives include expanding education and encouragement programs, reviewing the
Motor Vehicle Act, promoting Vision Zero principles, improving active transportation facilities
and end-of-trip facilities, incorporating active transportation in provincial highway design,
partnering with the tourism sector to promote active transportation, and expanding active
transportation funding, which resulted in the updated B.C. Active Transportation
Infrastructure Grants Program.
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British Columbia Active Transportation Design Guide, 2019
The B.C. Active Transportation Design Guide is a comprehensive set of planning and
engineering guidelines offering recommendations for the planning, selection, design,
implementation, and maintenance of active transportation facilities across the province. The
Design Guide covers pedestrian, cycling, and multi-use facilities, intersection design,
amenities, wayfinding, multi-modal integration, new mobility, and post implementation
considerations such as monitoring and maintenance. The Design Guide will be a key
resource in considering best practices for walking and cycling infrastructure as part of the
ATP development.
Transit Future: Peninsula Local Area Transit Plan, 2022
BC Transit has explored existing and planned transit service for the Saanich Peninsula,
recognizing the opportunities that rapid and frequent transit service can provide for
residents and visitors. Currently, Routes 70/71/72 and 75 account for about 90% of all
boardings on routes serving the Peninsula.
Long term plans for Sidney includes the implementation of the Peninsula RapidBus Line (15minute frequency, 7am-7pm, seven days a week), including a RapidBus Station on Beacon
Avenue in order to better balance the trade-off between service speed and coverage within
Sidney. Further planning work is required to confirm the new alignment of local routes to
support this network restructure along with the costs associated with implementation.
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4.0 ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION TODAY
This section provides a general overview of the existing transportation network in the Town
of Sidney for the purposes of understanding how people move through the community.
Understanding the existing conditions and travel behaviours of the community is essential to
informing an Active Transportation Plan that is rooted in the community’s experiences
moving through, within and outside of Sidney and to identify improvements that better this
experience for all users.

4.1 Walking + Rolling
Sidewalks
Sidewalks form the foundation of Sidney’s pedestrian network. The benefits of sidewalks for
pedestrians include physical separation from traffic, making for safe and comfortable
walking trips. The Town of Sidney has an extensive sidewalk network, shown in Map 2:
Pedestrian Network, which provides strong coverage of the community’s road network,
allowing residents to walk and roll to key destinations from most areas of the Town.
Most of the Sidney is within walking distance of daily needs – with childcare, retail,
employment clusters and bus stops a 5-10 minute walk in most parts of Sidney. However,
north and south Sidney have gaps to some key destinations, with Sidney Elementary School
and grocery or convenience stores not within an acceptable walking distance. Crossing the
Patricia Bay Highway is also a barrier to walking in the community, with one pedestrian
overpass on either end of the Town and a traffic light at Beacon Avenue which presents
safety challenges with limited sidewalk coverage, slip lanes and an extensive travel distance.
The Town’s sidewalk network covers approximately 40 km through the community. Around
the core of Sidney, sidewalks are regularly found on both sides of the street, while in outlying
residential and industrial areas, most major streets have sidewalks on one side of the street,
with many local roads not having sidewalks at all.
There are approximately 17 pedestrian activated crossing locations in Sidney, predominately
on major streets in the core including Beacon Avenue, Resthaven Drive and Canora Road.
Marked crossing, using pavement markings to indicate a crosswalk, are incorporated at
many intersections in the downtown core and sporadically in the residential areas, typically
where there is existing sidewalk infrastructure.
The Town’s Downtown Streetscape and Urban Design Standards (2018) has established
guidance for the design of the public right-of-way including standards for pedestrian clear
zones of 1.25m – 2.5m (based on location), paving materials and design, landscaping,
furnishing, and lighting. Examples are provided on the following page. This level of detail has
been established to ensure consistent and uniform application throughout the downtown
area, and to incrementally create a distinct character for the community.
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Recent streetscape improvements made based on the Downtown Streetscape and Urban
Design Standards (top) and a sample page from the Standards document (below)
illustrating some of the key design and aesthetic treatments sought for the downtown.

Town of Sidney Downtown Streetscape and Urban Design Standards (2018) – Beacon Ave Proposed Streetscape Design
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Accessibility
Accessibility is a general term used to describe the degree of ease that something can be
used and enjoyed by people with disabilities. Accessibility requires conscious planning,
design, and effort to ensure barriers are removed and the environment is useable and
practical for the general population. Accessibility can be accomplished by Universal Design
to allow a person with a disability to use the same facility as everyone else.
Preventing and reducing barriers to transportation and mobility in Sidney is important to
creating accessibility in the community. Walking and cycling are important modes of
transportation for people with disabilities, as it provides an alternative to driving for those
that are no longer physically able to drive, creates safe connections to access destinations
and bus stops and helps to create community cohesion and aging in place.
Given the demographics of Sidney, having a comprehensive and accessible sidewalk network
is imperative to ensuring a safe and comfortable pedestrian experience. Where sidewalks
reach an intersection or where they terminate, they should include a curb ramp to allow a
comfortable transportation on/off the sidewalk facility. The Town’s Downtown Streetscape
and Urban Design Standards (2018) sets accessible design standards to accommodate the
elderly and people with mobility aids. The standards seek that pedestrian signals shall be
accessible and provide auditory and/ or vibrotactile information to pedestrians who have low
vision levels. Tactile warning surfaces shall be used at all street corners, midblock crossings,
and sidewalk driveway crossings, to alert pedestrians of the potential danger of entering a
vehicle through zone.
Standard cycling can be a physically challenging mode of transportation for seniors or people
with disabilities. However, technology advancements are allowing new forms of cycling
including electric assist devices and adaptive bikes for people with disabilities. These
emerging forms of cycling ensure consideration in the planning, design and implementation
of infrastructure as they may require wider roadway dedication, intersection design, signage
and speed limits.
With an aging population, mobility scooters are also an increasingly popular device for
people with limited mobility. People using mobility scooters in Sidney use sidewalks,
roadways and bike lanes to travel. Though there is consensus that mobility scooters maintain
and enhance users’ quality of life, there is still uncertainty as to how they should be
accommodated in the public realm. The development of the ATP will develop
recommendations for the use and policy recommendations for the use of mobility scooters.
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MAP 2. EXISTING PEDESTRIAN NETWORK
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4.2 Cycling
Multi-Use Pathways
Sidney is made up of a broad network of local and regional trails that function as multi-use
pathways (MUPs). MUPs are commonly shared spaces for active modes of transportation that
are physically separated from vehicle traffic. In Sidney, the Lochside Trail, Flight Path and the
Highway Path provide off-street transportation options for pedestrians and cyclists.
•

Lochside Regional Trail - The Lochside Regional Trail is a north-south trail that
partially runs along a former railway alignment. It is the primary regional trail to
connect to other communities in the Capital Regional District. Located to the
immediate east of Highway 17, the Lochside Trail has several accesses throughout the
Town and provides connections to Swartz Bay to the north and North Saanich and
eventually downtown Victoria, to the south. The majority of the trail is along the
former rail corridor, with some sections developed within the Patricia Bay Highway
right-of-way and along McDonald Park Road. The Lochside Trail at Ardwell Avenue
sees a daily average of 288 users.

•

Flight Path - The Flight Path creates a continuous loop around the Victoria
International Airport lands. The pathway provides an east-west connectivity along
Mills Road connecting West Saanich Road in the west with McDonald Park Road in
the east. The Flight Path then heads south along the west side of McDonald Park
Road and south side of Beacon Avenue to Stirling Way, where it continues south
around the airport lands. This MUP facility is level and paved with lane markers
throughout to help pedestrians and cyclists share the pathway.

•

Highway 17 Pathway – The Highway 17 pathway provides a critical north-south
connection from the core of Sidney to the West Side community. This pathway is used
frequently by recreational cyclists. The Highway Path was identified as one of the key
transportation priorities in the West Side Local Area Plan. In 2019, the Town improved
the pathway through widening, paving and improving accessibility. Long-term plans
for the pathway include lighting and adding other active transportation amenities to
improve the safety and functionality.
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Cycling Network
Sidney’s existing cycling network consists of approximately 9 km of painted bike lanes and
on-street bikeways, in addition to the multi-use pathway network as show in Map 3: Existing
Cycling Network.
On-street bikeway facilities are provided along Weiler Avenue, Beacon Avenue and portions
of Fifth Street and Resthaven Drive. These facilities use signage, pavement markings and
lower speed limits to accommodate cyclists on the roadway.
Continuous painted bike lanes are provided at the southern boundary of Sidney along
Lochside Drive and continuing along Fifth Street. Painted bike lanes are also provided along
Beacon Avenue west of the highway, creating a connection to the Flight Path.
The existing facility types in the community are inconsistent and offer varying levels of
comfort, some of which may not feel safe for people of all ages or skill levels to travel on
comfortably. The existing bicycle network provided on the Town’s street network is
concentrated along major roads, creating network gaps in the north, south and western
neighbourhoods of Sidney. Further, crossing Highway 17 is a barrier to cycling in the
community, with one pedestrian overpass on either end of the Town that requires
dismounting. The traffic light at Beacon Avenue presents safety challenges for cyclists with
narrow painted bike lanes and slip lanes for vehicles merging onto the highway that creates
risk potential for vehicles and cyclists using the intersection.
There are approximately 40 bike racks provided across Sidney, including publicly and
privately provided facilities. Bicycle parking is also a major contributor to the uptake of
travelling by active modes. Bicycle parking is typically supplied in one of two ways. Shortterm bicycle parking is regularly provided at important public destinations such parks,
schools, civic facilities, and as part of the streetscape in high traffic areas. Long-term, secure
bike parking can be provided through bike lockers or parkades. Bike parking requirements
are established through the Town’s Off-Street Parking and Loading Bylaw to ensure new
development provide sufficient bike parking. The Town can also provide bike parking in
public spaces such as within street rights-of-way or on public properties such as parks and
sidewalks or plazas.
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MAP 3. EXISTING CYCLING NETWORK
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4.3 Streets
Highway 17 (Patricia Bay Highway)
Highway 17 (Patricia Bay Highway) bisects the Town, with the west side neighbourhood and
airport to the west and the core of Sidney to the east. Highway 17 is the main artery that
connects the Town of Sidney to the rest of the region – including the Swartz Bay Ferry
Terminal and downtown Victoria. Highway 17 is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure, and plays a defining role in the Town’s multi-modal
network, regional interconnectivity and overall character and land use.
Cyclists and pedestrians crossing the Patricia Bay Highway is facilitated through pedestrian
overpass bridges or requires using crosswalks or taking the lane (as a cyclist) which results in
road safety issues related to sightlines, crossing times and lack of protection from cars.
Direction in several local, regional and provincial policies have addressed the need to
improve pedestrian and cyclist comfort when interacting with Highway 17.

There are three highway crossing opportunities in
Sidney – two grade separated (including Weiler
Avenue, pictured below) and one at Beacon Avenue.
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Street Network
While streets provide an important
function to ensure mobility and access
within the community, they are not just
corridors for moving vehicles and goods.
The street network represents the
fundamental element of the Town’s
transportation system as it supports travel
modes other than automobile traffic,
including cyclists and people with mobility
devices. The street network is also where
social interactions, recreation and many
commercial activities take place, providing
opportunities for vibrant public spaces
that help define the Town’s character.
The Town has a well-established road
network that connects homes, businesses,
services and local amenities, shown in Map
4: Existing Street Network.
Sidney’s street network is organized into
classifications that reflect the intended
design and function for each street and its
role within the network. These street
network classifications generally describe
the street’s traffic volume, type, speed and
function within the network. The Town
updated its street network classification
through its OCP process and will be
considered as part of the ATP network
development.

Why do Street Classifications
matter for an Active Transportation
Plan?
Safe, comfortable active
transportation facilities may vary
depending on the operating
characteristics of the adjacent street.
Generally where traffic volumes
and/or speeds are high, a greater
level of protection and separation is
desired.
Street classifications help determine
the operating characteristics of the
street and, in doing so, also inform
the preferred type and design of
active transportation facilities.
Approximate two-way average daily
traffic (ADT) for major streets:

25,000
Highway 17
south of Beacon Avenue

17,000

Beacon Avenue
The downtown core of Sidney consists of a grid
east of Highway 17
pattern street network, with Beacon Avenue as
the primary link between Highway 17 and the
waterfront. The northern boundary of the
downtown core is defined by Sidney Avenue /
Lochside Drive
James White Blvd., the eastern boundary by the
south
of Downtown Sidney
waterfront, the southern boundary by Bevan
Avenue and the western boundary by Seventh
Street. The Town has made a substantial and successful effort to transform
Beacon Avenue into a pedestrian friendly street. The wider sidewalks and outdoor
cafés, as well as closing of the street each Thursday night during the summer for

7,000
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the Sidney Street Market, attracts visitors and locals to walk and enjoy the town.
Beacon Avenue from Fifth to Second Street was converted to one-way circulation
(eastbound) in the 1990’s. With the implementation of the one-way street system,
the east-west connectors north and south of Beacon Avenue (Sidney
Avenue/James White Blvd. and Bevan Avenue, respectively) have seen an
increase in vehicle travel. The addition of wider sidewalks and mid-block
crosswalks on Beacon Avenue has helped to improve the pedestrian-oriented
experience.
The Town has established reduced speed limits in a variety of areas throughout
Sidney, as summarized in Map 5: Speed Limits + Traffic Control.
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MAP 4. EXISTING STREET NETWORK
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MAP 5. SPEED LIMITS + TRAFFIC CONTROL
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4.4 How We Move
To understand existing travel behaviours, patterns and areas of concern in the Town of
Sidney, data from the 2021 Census, CRD data and ICBC collision reports have been analyzed.
Mode Share
Transportation is Sidney’s largest source of GHG emissions, accounting for 56% of the
community’s total in 2018.
Table 1 below summarizes the CRD 2017 Origin Destination Household Travel Survey related
to mode share within Sidney and accessing destinations to and from Sidney. This current
mode share demonstrates the dependence on the private vehicle to move around the Town
and to access communities outside of the area. However, 34% of people choosing to walk
within the Town shows opportunity for active transportation uptake to increase if facilities
and connections are provided. B
TABLE 1. TRAVEL MODE SHARE
Within
Sidney

To
Sidney

From
Sidney

62%

90%

88%

Cycle

3%

2%

2%

Walk

34%

1%

1%

Transit

0%

5%

6%

Auto Driver or Passenger

Although approximately 70% of trips made to, from, or within Sidney were by car,
approximately a third of trips taken within the Town’s borders are on foot which is one of the
highest levels of walking in the Capital Regional District.
Table 2 shows the comparison of Sidney’s mode split for commuting compared to other CRD
communities, using 2021 Statistics Canada data.
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TABLE 2. SIDNEY’S TRAVEL MODE SPLIT COMPARED TO OTHER CRD COMMUNITIES
Sidney

North
Saanich

Central
Saanich

Saanich

Oak Bay

View Royal

Auto
Driver or
Passenger

72%

87%

86%

73%

67%

80%

Cycle

4%

2%

2%

6%

12%

5%

Walk

14%

3%

4%

6%

9%

5%

Transit

7%

6%

6%

12%

9%

9%

Travel Demand
Of all travel within the CRD, 58% crosses municipal boundaries, yet regional connectivity
continues to present many challenges. In the Town of Sidney, the majority of people driving
during the morning “peak period” are going between Sidney (30%), North Saanich (31%) and
Saanich (18%). Key destinations that are being accessed in the AM peak include work, school
and recreational and social purposes. Table 3 demonstrates the average commute distances
in Sidney and an average within the CRD. This information indicates that nearly half of the
commuting trips for Sidney residents are within a short distance, and with safe infrastructure,
have the potential to be completed by active modes.
TABLE 3. AVERAGE COMMUTE DISTANCES
Town of Sidney

CRD Average

Less than 15 minutes

46%

30%

15 – 29 minutes

28%

41%

30 to 44 minutes

17%

18%

45 – 59 minutes

4%

6%

60 minutes and over

5%

5%

Despite a favourable culture toward sustainable transportation, it would be easy for the
region to gravitate toward more auto-oriented patterns. The CRD travel demand model
estimates that between 2006 and 2038 there will be over 145,000 additional peak-period trips
in the region if current travel patterns continue. Assuming current travel behaviour, over 70%
of these additional trips are projected to be by car. If this is to occur, there will be over 100,000
more automobile trips in the peak periods, further straining capacity on roadway
infrastructure throughout the region.
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Collision Data
ICBC crash data is gathered from reports made to ICBC by insured registered vehicle owners,
drivers, pedestrians and cyclists. This data helps to inform where there are problem areas in a
community that should be further explore for road safety improvements.
ICBC Collision Data indicates that 21 crashes involving pedestrians from 2016 to 2020 in the
Town of Sidney (see Figure 3). There is a concentration of collisions in the downtown core,
particularly along Beacon Avenue.
Collision data from ICBC indicates nice crashes involving a cyclist from 2016 to 2020 within
the Town’s boundaries, a rate of less than two collisions annually. The concentration of
crashes along Canora Road by the Flight Path Multi-Use Pathway indicates that further
protection of cyclists and intersection/crossing improvements are needed.
FIGURE 3. 2016-2020 COLLISIONS INVOLVING PEDESTRIANS (LEFT) + CYCLISTS (RIGHT) 1

4.5 Existing Conditions
The following section provides photo examples that illustrate the current condition, design,
and user experience of active transportation facilities in Sidney.

1

Insurance Corporation of BC, Five-Year Collision Data (2016-2020)
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Recent streetscape improvements
in downtown on Third Street.

Walking + Rolling

The waterfront walkway provides a
well-used recreational walking
experience along the waterfront.

A series of connector pathways
help link neighbourhoods.

Given Sidney’s older
demographic, ensuring
Sidney includes good sidewalk coverage compared to
pedestrian infrastructure
most, but many sidewalks are narrow and can be
is safe and comfortable
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challenging for side-by-side walking or for people
for people of
all ages
using mobility aids.
abilities is a priority.

Cycling

The Lochside Regional Trail is an important regional cycling corridor that
extends through Sidney via Lochside Drive and Weiler Avenue, as well as a
dedicated highway-side pathway (pictured above). The realignment via Weiler
Avenue was a key action from the 2015 Regional Trails Management Plan.
Highway 17 is a significant
barrier to east-west bicycle
travel, with the only crossing
opportunities at Beacon
Avenue, as well as at gradeseparated crossings at
McDonald Park Road and Weiler
Avenue (pictured).

Bike lanes are in-place on sections of
Lochside Drive, Fifth Street and Beacon
Avenue.
the ATP, the network
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1 be
analyzed and improved.

Additional warning at the Fifth Street /
Malaview Avenue intersection to alert
motorists to the northbound stop sign.

Street Network

A 30 km/h hour speed limit has been applied to
Downtown Sidney to reduce vehicle speeds
and emphasize pedestrian activities.

On-street parking is present on many of Sidney’s
major streets to support adjacent land uses but
also reduces road width and introduces friction
between vehicles and cyclists.
Beacon Avenue is the key gateway to
downtown Sidney and lacks dedicated
cycling infrastructure connecting
directly to the Lochside Trail and into
West Sidney.

Dead-end streets limit street connectivity in
neighbourhoods, but also present the
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opportunity
to create connecting
through unbuilt road dedications.

5.0 NEW + EMERGING TRENDS
The mobility options available to Sidney residents and visitors directly influences how we
travel. While there are a whole host of existing travel options that influence how we travel
today – driving, walking, cycling, public transit, to name a few – a series of emerging mobility
options will help shape how we travel in the future and have the potential to increase uptake
in active and sustainable transportation.
This section will discuss emerging mobility options and their potential opportunities and
limitations in the Town of Sidney.

Electric Bicycles
Electric bikes (e-bikes) are bicycles that provide an electric assist to the user, either by
pedalling to activate an electric motor or directly controlled through a throttle. In BC, e-bikes
are regulated at the provincial level through the Motor Vehicle Act (MVA). The regulation sets
standards for maximum speeds, age limit, and other requirements.
E-bikes can be used by anyone over the age of 16 and help to attract and retain a diverse
population of cyclists, significantly appealing to people who are typically unwilling or unable
to cycle over long distances and/or steep topography. E-bikes have significant potential to
replace motor vehicle trips, this has been found in research especially for commuting-based
trips.
Barriers in the uptake of e-bike use is related to the cost of the devices and the lack of secure
bike parking. While e-bike prices continue to decrease as technology improves, e-bikes are
much more expensive than most standard bicycles. Incentives from the Provincial
government have helped address this affordability gap, but further support could be
provided through the development of rebate programs regionally or locally. Due to the cost
of the devices, owners of these devices are often uncomfortable to park their e-bikes at
standard public bike racks due to risk of theft or vandalism. Further, safe and secure bike
parking was a key need that emerged from engagement on the Climate Action Plan. Local
governments are aiming to mitigate these concerns by providing secure bike parking
through bike lockers or cages/parkades to facilitate a more secure experience for e-bike
owners.
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Micromobility
Micromobility refers to small human and/or electric-powered transportation modes,
including e-bikes, electric kick scooters (e-scooters), and other small, one-person electric
vehicles such as electric skateboards, skates, and self-balancing boards / unicycles.
E-scooters and other forms of small, one-person electric vehicles (with the exception of ebikes) are not currently permitted on public roadways or sidewalks in BC, as directed by the
Motor Vehicle Act (MVA). However, the Province recently launched an e-scooter pilot project
to allow municipalities to enact bylaws allowing the operation of e-scooters in five
participating communities (Vancouver, the City and District of North Vancouver, West
Vancouver, Kelowna, and Vernon). The pilot project will occur for 3 years and will help inform
potentially permanent changes to the MVA to allow e-scooters across the province.
Although not legally allowed unless through the Provincial pilot, individuals can still purchase
private micromobility devices from retailers online, which is why communities are beginning
to see the illegal use of these devices on their roadways and bike lanes. Private micromobility
devices are growing in popularity given their ease of use and parking, affordability (compared
to a vehicle), a first-mile last-mile solution and general sense of excitement to use.
The Town of Sidney has identified an action through its Official Community Plan to monitor
emerging micro-mobility options (i.e., electric bikes, electric kick scooters) to ensure these
modes can be accommodated in the overall transportation network where appropriate
(policy 4.6.21.). The ATP will consider micromobility as it relates to active transportation
infrastructure, parking and regulatory implications.

Self-balancing boards in bike lanes
(Fort Street, downtown Victoria)
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Shared Micromobility
Shared micromobility allows for the short-term use of bikes, e-bikes, and e-scooters, where
users sign up and typically pay by the minute. These systems are often managed by private
operators and are regulated and supported by municipalities. Shared micromobility can be
station-based (requiring that the device is picked up and returned to a station or dock) or
dockless. Dockless systems allow the user to pick up and return the device in any location
within a set geographic area. Shared micromobility has various service models to meet the
diverse needs of travelers and communities. Bike and e-scooter share can make multi-modal
transportation more convenient by allowing one-way trips that facilitate ‘last mile’
connections to transit.
The Town of Sidney’s Official Community Plan has identified direction to consider
opportunities to implement bike share programs in partnership with public or private
providers, other Peninsula communities, and the region (Policy 4.3.49). The ATP will consider
micromobility as it relates to mode share potential, active transportation infrastructure,
parking and regional coordination.

Dockless bikeshare at
UBC in Vancouver

Station-based bikeshare in
Portland, OR
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Mobility Scooters
Power scooters, typically used as a mobility aid, are not considered a micromobility device,
although currently have similar capabilities and restrictions established at the Provincial
level.
The Town of Sidney’s Downtown Traffic Movement Evaluation Study (2013) discussed the
importance of mobility scooters to residents of Sidney, however recognized the uncertainty
of how they should be accommodated in the public realm. A person using a mobility scooter
is classified as a pedestrian, allowing them to be operated on sidewalks and using pedestrian
crossings.
The use of mobility scooters on sidewalks has differing perspectives, especially in areas where
sidewalk widths are constrained, their speed can cause people to feel unsafe sharing the
sidewalk. There is increasing advocacy to allow mobility scooters to travel in bicycle lanes as
there is dedicated space, separate from walking facilities, and mobility scooters can travel at
speeds similar to a cyclist.
The regulation to allow mobility scooters to operate in the bicycle lane is set by the Province
through the Motor Vehicle Act (MVA). The Province is exploring updates to the MVA to allow
the operation of these devices on the roadway and in bike lanes.
The Town of Sidney can accommodate people using mobility scooters in other ways
including ensuring adequate sidewalk widths (2.0m wide minimum) and supplying charging
infrastructure in the public realm. These and other strategies will be explored through the
ATP process.
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APPENDIX A.

Official Community Plan,
Transportation Policies

The following are the transportation policies contained in the Official Community Plan (OCP) in Section
16 Transportation, that will help guide key directions for the Active Transportation Plan (ATP). The OCP
contains additional policies in the areas of land use, environment sustainability, community character,
and recreation that are also considered alongside the specific transportation policies.
16.2 OBJECTIVES
16.2.1

To provide a diversity of transportation choices for all residents and visitors in Sidney.

16.2.2

To increase the number of trips residents and visitors, make by walking, cycling, transit, and
other sustainable means of getting around.

16.2.3

To design and implement cycling facilities that encourage users of all ages and abilities.

16.2.4

To ensure that Sidney’s streets serve the needs of everyone who uses them, including residents,
visitors and businesses.

16.2.5

To move goods and people efficiently, conveniently, and safely around Sidney.

16.2.6

To minimize the impact of traffic on local residential areas.

16.2.7

To reduce the negative impacts of vehicle use and parking in the downtown.

16.3 GENERAL TRANSPORTATION POLICIES
Complete Streets
16.3.1

Ensure all transportation infrastructure is designed to accommodate users of all ages and
abilities.

16.3.2

Develop and maintain streets in Sidney in accordance with road categories shown on Map 3:
Road Hierarchy. Ensure appropriate design standards and regulations that provide for a
“complete streets” approach to future street design projects in order to better balance the
allocation of space within the roadway between travel modes.

16.3.3

Design and implement active transportation infrastructure that better integrates with public
transit, including the provision of short- and long-term bicycle parking at key transit stops.

16.3.4

As part of enhancing Sidney’s cycling network, ensure that all routes connecting with the
Lochside Regional Trail have cycling facilities that are consistent with the standards in the BC
Active Transportation Design Guide or equivalent.

16.3.5

Build and upgrade sidewalks, cycling facilities, and other active transportation infrastructure to
account for motor vehicle speeds and road categories (e.g. arterial, local) that build upon the
standards in the BC Active Transportation Design Guide (e.g. level of sidewalk separation).

16.3.6

Prioritize accessible, sustainable and active modes of transportation (e.g. walking, rolling,
cycling, and transit) in decision-making, when designing streets and funding new
transportation infrastructure. Integrate recommendations from the BC Active Transportation
Plan when undertaking road upgrades.

16.3.7

Identify strategic investments in walking and cycling infrastructure and allocate investment to
prioritize completion of those projects.

16.3.8

Work with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to provide a “green” entrance to
Sidney through tree plantings and landscaping displays within the highway right-of-way.

Partnerships
16.3.9

Work with other organizations and partners to improve the safety, connectivity and quality of
multi-modal transportation options between Sidney and the region, including collaboration with:
a) Other municipalities in the region;
b) First Nations;
c) The Capital Regional District;
d) BC Transit;
e) The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure; and,
f) Car and bike share service organizations.

16.3.10

Work with ICBC, the Capital Regional District, and other municipal partners to explore
strategies, initiatives, and information campaigns that:
a) Address conflicts between road users;
b) Create awareness of road safety for all users; and
c) Expand use of active transportation and transit.

16.3.11

Work with the School District, ICBC, residents and other stakeholders to prioritize
improvements to pedestrian infrastructure and the public realm in key areas, including:
a) Routes to schools;
b) Locations connecting with transit stops;
c) Locations with high motor vehicle traffic; and
d) Locations with high pedestrian volumes.

16.3.12

Continue working with the Capital Regional District on the Active School Travel Planning
initiative to help students and their families walk and roll to and from school.

16.3.13

Consider opportunities to implement bike share programs in partnership with public or private
providers, other Peninsula communities, and the region.

16.3.14

Work with the Capital Regional District to improve wayfinding and signage to guide
recreational and commuter cyclists from downtown Sidney to and from the Lochside Regional
Trail.

Emerging Technologies
16.3.15

Review transportation policies as new mobility technologies emerge.

16.3.16

Support car and bike sharing programs and services by working in partnership with other
jurisdictions, public organizations, businesses, and community partners to sustain such
services.

16.3.17

Evaluate the need for public electric vehicle charging stations and collaborate with the Capital
Regional District, BC Hydro, and other levels of government to install stations when
opportunities arise.

16.4 MULTI-MODAL AND ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION POLICIES
Connectivity
16.4.1

Link and align active transportation and transit routes (transit stops, bike lanes, walking paths
and sidewalks) with places where people shop or visit on a daily or regular basis (e.g. downtown,
employment centres, residential areas, schools, neighbourhood commercial, parks, recreational
facilities, and other amenities and services).

16.4.2

Establish and improve pedestrian linkages between parks and public spaces.

16.4.3

Work with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to improve multi-modal access to,
from and across Highway 17 at Beacon Avenue, including the development of conceptual plans
and detailed social, environmental, and technical impact assessments.

16.4.4

Improve multi-modal access between downtown Sidney and destinations on the Saanich
Peninsula and beyond.

16.4.5

Strengthen existing and create new regional and active transportation connections from
Sidney to destinations on the Saanich Peninsula and elsewhere in the region. This could include
strengthening connections to and from the Lochside Trail, local farms, and other preferred or
potential touring routes.

Safety, Accessibility, and Convenience
16.4.6

Address locations of traffic safety or speeding concern, particularly where they impact Sidney
residents’ willingness to walk or bicycle.

16.4.7

Develop and implement new traffic calming policies and measures in locations that will
encourage active transportation and reduce existing impacts of vehicle traffic.

16.4.8

Assess the Town’s wayfinding and signage system along active transportation routes to
improve overall navigation as per the BC Active Transportation Design Guide.

16.4.9

Design the pedestrian network to ensure it is continuous, accessible, safe, comfortable, and
enjoyable for all ages and abilities starting with identifying and addressing gaps in:
a) Existing pedestrian facilities including sidewalks; and
b) Crossings and/or transition between pedestrian facilities including crosswalks and curb
ramps.

16.4.10 Update the Off-Street Parking & Loading Bylaw to include requirements for pedestrian
connections in off-street parking areas in order to improve access from the parking stall to a
sidewalk or path that leads to building entrances.
16.4.11

Design and implement a continuous, safe, and convenient cycling network throughout Sidney
that appeals to a range of people of all ages and abilities and is consistent with the standards in
the BC Active Transportation Design Guide.

16.4.12

Where new municipal facilities are expected to generate high or consistent traffic volumes,
consider providing:
a)

Short-term bicycle parking in the form of racks, bicycle corrals, or covered/sheltered
parking; and

b) Long-term bicycle parking in the form of bicycle lockers, bike cages, and bike rooms,
where appropriate.

16.4.13

Work with the downtown business community to improve, retrofit, and expand existing shortterm bicycle parking in the form of racks, bicycle corrals, or covered/sheltered parking. Consider
options for long-term bicycle parking, where demand exists.

16.4.14 Work with the local business community, tourism sector, and other stakeholders to position
Sidney as an Accessible Tourism destination.
Transit
16.4.15

Identify strategic investments in bus stops to improve accessibility, amenity provision, and
overall user experience.

16.4.16 Work with BC Transit to implement the recommendations of BC Transit’s Peninsula Local Area
Transit Plan.
16.4.17 Work with BC Transit and the Victoria Regional Transit Commission to improve the quality of
transit services, including:
a) Service frequency and operating hours;
b) Local and regional connections; and
c) Alignment with school, post-secondary, and work commuter schedules.
16.4.18 Work with BC Transit to establish a multi-modal transportation hub in downtown Sidney near
Highway 17 and Beacon Avenue that:
a) Connects different transit service layers (RapidBus, Frequent, and Local Transit);
b) Features a facility supportive of sustainable transportation modes including secure
bicycle parking and designated parking for carsharing;
c) Offers charging stations for electric vehicles and electric bikes; and
d) Includes appropriate wayfinding signage.
16.4.19 Support the development of the future Peninsula RapidBus line between Swartz Bay and
Victoria.
16.4.20 Periodically reassess the feasibility of establishing a fuel-efficient micro-transit system to service
Sidney’s downtown, waterfront, and West Side.

16.5 MANAGING MOTOR VEHICLES
Through Municipal Processes
16.5.1

Identify and implement long-term strategies that support an increase in non-automobile
transportation options to decrease reliance on private vehicles.

16.5.2

In residential areas surrounding the downtown, address the issue of long-term on-street
parking through the use of parking restrictions, enforcement and by providing information
about alternate modes of transportation other than personal vehicles.

16.5.3

Complete a parking study of the downtown core every five years that examines parking
capacity and needs in order to determine appropriate changes to existing supply and
requirements including assessing the feasibility of a structured parking facility in the
downtown core.

16.5.4

Work with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to improve access to and egress
from Highway 17.

16.5.5

Improve wayfinding in the downtown area to direct drivers to under-utilized parking stalls in
the commercial core, as well as to provide information on where public parking is available.

16.5.6

Continue to review demand for parking on-street and in off-street public lots and utilize
management strategies such as priced parking and time restrictions to ensure demand does
not exceed available supply.

16.5.7

Facilitate efficient goods movement and the safe operation of commercial trucks and traffic
within Sidney and to/from the West Side Industrial area, Harbour Road Marine area, and
downtown Sidney.

Through Development Processes
16.5.8

Encourage and support Transportation Demand Management (TDM) measures to increase
non-automobile transportation and decrease reliance on private vehicles, including considering
reduced parking requirements for new development proposals which support active
transportation and transit through the provision of pedestrian and bicycle facilities, transit pass
programs, car-share programs, electric bike and vehicle charging, and other appropriate TDM
strategies.

16.5.9

When developments request a variance to parking requirements, require a Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) study for new development proposals that outlines:
a)

How transportation needs could be met through a combination of transportation
options, such as car share vehicles and parking stalls, more secure long-term bicycle
parking, electric bike parking, and transit passes; and

b) The volume of traffic to be generated, the needs and/or standards for entrances, turning
lanes, vehicle stacking, signalization, on-site directional movements, and parking.
16.5.10

Encourage underground parking in Multi-Unit Residential and Mixed-Use developments of
three or more storeys to enhance the overall site design and landscaping opportunities and
minimize the impact of vehicle-oriented spaces on the design of the building.

16.5.11

Periodically conduct post-occupancy parking studies to assess appropriate parking
requirements for developments in the Off-Street Parking and Loading Bylaw, while considering
other relevant policy objectives.

•

Investing

